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 What we all need is a completely New Beginning – based on TRUTH 

1 How many times have each of us heard the above title or 
version of it – “It’s one rule for us and another one for them.” 
More times I fancy that we would wish to count. 
  

 

2 The thing is – apart from the almost fun nature of the line – 
there is a very real element of truth about it.  This week the story 
about the alleged party which took place at 10 Downing Street – 
almost exactly one year ago – on 18dec20, where two dozen 
government principles and aids were enjoying wine. Nibbles 
and games, the rest of us were meant to be in lockdown. 
 

 

3 The revelation was made somewhat clearer today on the frontpage of the 
BBC online news - in an article titled:  
“Downing St party: No 10 staff joked about party amid lockdown restrictions” 
 
In this article which includes a video of the PM’s staff and his press secretary,  
Allegra Stratton, joking about what went on that evening, the people of this 
nation got an insight into how serious the government really takes the C-19 
risks. 
 
Whilst these people were laughing and joking and generally having a good 
time mixing it up together, the rest of us were confined to barracks under 
threat of a serious fine if we partied ourselves. 
   

4 Opposition leader Sir Keir Starmer in PM questions on wed08dec21 afternoon 
spoke of this: 
Whilst these two-dozen people were letting their hair down at the No10 
party, there were people in hospital dying.  The mother of one woman he 
cited, was dying when she herself couldn’t be allowed in to be with her - due 
to the very restrictions which Prime Minister Boris Johnson had put in place.   
 
Starmer went onto to say, that people responsible for organising and 
attending Christmas parties at the very same time as the No10 party was 
happening last year, were – as he spoke – in court in London to receive their 
penalties for doing so. 
 
Starmer asked the PM if the people concerned would be similarly treated? 
Interestingly, PM BoJo said yes.  Strangely – or rather not so strangely – he 
also said that he didn’t know what had happened that night in his own house 
and has asked the cabinet secretary to investigate. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-59572149
https://www.parliamentlive.tv/Event/Index/0520c7da-d876-4a41-84c3-110b0509bf61?agenda=True
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It sounds as though PM BoJo wasn’t in attendance, or - if he was – perhaps 
he was unaware of what was happening around him as he was slightly 
sloshed in a corner somewhere. 
    

5 As you might expect, the PM side-stepped the issue by remarking that all this 
was a year ago – as if that didn’t matter now.  What the PM was suggesting of 
course, was that the passing of time is a great healer and if you get through 
enough of it – everything becomes OK. 
 
Well, it seems that everything is NOT OK with a good many MPs – or the 
people of this country of ours - and this story is going to run. 
 
Thinking of the old Simon and Garfunkel song - the first lines of the chorus to 
Slip Sliding Away:  

Slip sliding away, slip sliding away 
You know the nearer your destination, the more you slip sliding away 

 
It seems the nearer you get to the truth, the more this politician – in fact 
many politicians and certainly all liars – the more they keep slip sliding away.  
 

6 PM BoJo repeatedly said – what he had said – which was that he had started 
an investigation. 
 
Who is old enough to remember another Paul Simon song?: 
Me And Julio Down By The Schoolyard 

The mama pajama rolled out of bed 
And she ran to the police station 

When the papa found out he, began to shout 
And he started the investigation 

 
It’s against the law 

It was against the law 
What mama saw 

It was against the law 
 

The mama looked down and spit on the ground 
Every time my name gets mentioned 
The papa said, “Oy, if I get that boy 

I’m gonna put him in the house of detention” 
 

Well, it appears holding parties was against the law on 18dec20 and people 
are in court today to feel it. 
 
As regards how the rest of us feel, some might feel like spitting on the 
ground every time his name gets mentioned. 
 

7 A big noise was made across the house at PM questions and the word trust 
was repeatedly used.  In fact, the word was repeatedly used to say that 
people have lost trust in the PM and his government. 
 
It seems – there really is One Rule 4U And None 4Me. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i2O8weSngv4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JVdlpZ4M-Hw
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Speaking of trust, the old saying I have come to love is this. 

Trust is like virginity – once it’s lost – It is Lost! 
 

8 One other thing the PM kept underlying – whilst he was Slip Sliding Away -
was this.  He kept emphasising that rather than get bogged down any further 
in the detail of what happened that night a year ago – leaving it to the 
cabinet secretary to work out – he wanted to concentrate on getting us all 
jabbed - with yet another booster shot.  How kind and thoughtful of him. 
 
He might have extended that thought and kindness to explaining to the 
nation what the following story is all about.   
 
This story was published by News Punch titled: 
Dozens of Athletes Are Dropping Like Flies - Nobody’s Allowed To Ask Why 
 
This is just one story about people dropping dead – including children and 
people of all ages - after they have been given a jab. 
 
In fact, there are so many of these stories that we have crossed the line now.  
There are so many questions unanswered – questions which are slipped – or 
rather swept away – answers which are silenced – people including eminent 
scientists and doctors who are silenced. - and so much more.   
Did you see the story of Dr Andreas Noacke?  Harrowing! 
 
It is time to pin this man – PM BoJo to the couch and take his pulse. 
Nothing he says – or his government - makes any sense and people need to 
know the truth. 
 
In that respect, watch this space!  We will be prompting for ANSWERS.  
 

PS1 If you watch the BBC video of Allegra Stratton answering questions about the 
party – you cannot help feel that she looks like she hasn’t yet recovered. 
 

PS2 Allegra Stratton resigned her post on wed08dec21 in the wake of the 
backlash, resultant from this new scandal. 
 
We think it’s about time the scandals stopped – and we had a completely 
New Beginning.  Just the thought of it feels like the first bright rays of brilliant 
sunshine after a most dark and dangerous storm. 
  

 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 
Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 

In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 
 

 By: David Charles 

 Source: Tetbury CONNECT: Magazine 

3 LINK: BBC: “No 10 staff joked about party amid lockdown restrictions” 

https://newspunch.com/
https://tv.gab.com/channel/realstewpeters/view/moderna-patent-uncovers-horror-nanocensor-contained-61ae50c7aba3c517294aba8a
https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/magazine
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-59572149
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4 LINK: PM Questions wed08dec21 – See the exchanges after 12noon 

5 LINK: “Slip Sliding Away”: Simon and Garfunkel 

6 LINK: “Me And Julio Down By The Schoolyard”: Paul Simon 

8 LINK:  News Punch 

8 LINK: “Dozens of Athletes Are Dropping Like Flies – Why?” 
 

8 LINK:  Dr Andreas Noacke 

 FURTHER READING 

 LINK: The Guardian 

 LINK: Sky News 

 PLEASE DOWNLOAD AND SHARE THIS ARTICLE 

 

  
 Opportunity to join the CONNECT team and network 

 END 

 

 

https://www.parliamentlive.tv/Event/Index/0520c7da-d876-4a41-84c3-110b0509bf61?agenda=True
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i2O8weSngv4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JVdlpZ4M-Hw
https://newspunch.com/
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_ed7d1bc12cb844a7aee68a5a67534700.pdf
https://tv.gab.com/channel/realstewpeters/view/moderna-patent-uncovers-horror-nanocensor-contained-61ae50c7aba3c517294aba8a
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_0f801b118ef749fa916fda2c2b0b9f0a.pdf
https://tv.gab.com/channel/realstewpeters/view/moderna-patent-uncovers-horror-nanocensor-contained-61ae50c7aba3c517294aba8a
https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/connect-m3

